
Introduction to Programming
Semester-I 2015-2016

Homework II

20 marks

1. Text formatting (7 marks).

Write a program that takes a text file as input and prints its contents to standard output in a

‘properly formatted’ manner. See below for more details about formatting requirements.

Input format: Your program should take a single command line argument that specifies the name

of the input file. The input file will contain one or more paragraphs of text. Paragraphs will be

separated by one or more blank lines. You may assume that the text will contain only letters, digits,

punctuation marks (comma, semi-colon, colon, fullstop, question mark, exclamation mark, but no

dashes, hyphens, parentheses) and white space.

Output format specifications:

• Words should be separated by one or more blanks.

• There should be no whitespace between a word and a following punctuation mark, but each

punctuation mark should be followed by one or more blanks.

• Paragraphs should be separated by exactly one blank line.

• Each line of each paragraph should start with and end in a non-whitespace character.

• The paragraphs should appear ‘fully justified’, i.e., all lines except the last line of each paragraph

should be exactly 80 characters long. It will usually be necessary to add extra blank spaces in

between words to achieve this effect. For a ‘natural’ look, the number of extra blanks inserted

around a word should roughly be proportional to the length of the word.

• No word should be split across lines.

• If a single word is longer than 80 characters, it should appear by itself on one line.

• You should minimise the total number of lines required in the output, i.e., each line should

contain the maximum number of non-whitespace characters possible, subject to the constraints

given above.

Example: In the example below, the output is justified at 28 columns instead of 80.
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Input file (input.txt)
This is the

first paragraph

containingonelongproblematicword.

This

is a second ,

badly written

para .

$ ./a.out input.txt

This is the first paragraph

containingonelongproblematicword.

This is a second, badly

written para.

2. Looking for multimedia files (13 marks).

The goal of this problem is to give you some practice in using various libraries,

installing them if necessary, reading the relevant documentation, etc.

Assume that you store various audio files within a directory tree, as shown in

the adjacent figure. Your task is to write a program that will take the path

to the root of the directory tree as a command-line argument, along with zero

or more constraints that are also specified as command-line arguments, and

will list the paths to the audio files that satisfy all the given conditions. More

details about the possible constraints are given below. If no constraints are specified, your program

should print the names of all files within the specified directory tree.

Constraints:

Syntax Meaning

-t abcdef Title contains the string abcdef (case is not important)

-a pqrst Artist name contains the string pqrst (case is not important)

-d n Duration of audio is at most n seconds

Examples of usage:

$ avsearch /home/mandar/music

$ avsearch -t "jana gana" /home/mandar/music

$ avsearch -a lata -d 150 /home/mandar/music

References:

• Command line options. See Section 5.10 of K&R. The example program in this section

contains code that handles zero or more command-line options of the form -x value. You may

reuse this code in your program. Alternatively, if you would like to learn something new, you

could try the getopt() function (please run man 3 getopt for more details).
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• Locating files within a directory tree. Please read the manual pages for opendir and

readdir. Pay special attention to the description of the dirent structure, and the details

provided about the d type field.

You will also need to traverse the directory tree containing the audio files. You may re-use your

code for depth-first / breadth-first tree traversal for this purpose.

• Reading artist / title / duration information from an audio file. Please install the

taglib library (if not already installed on your machine). On an Ubuntu-like OS, you should

install libtagc0-dev, along with its dependencies. This package contains an example program

(/usr/share/doc/libtagc0-dev/examples/tagreader_c.c) that shows some simple ways to

use the library. These simple methods will be adequate for the purpose of this problem; detailed

knowledge about how to use the library will not be required.
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